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Characterization of Micromegas detector with elongated pillars
We present a study of the performance of a resistive Micromegas detector with elongated pillars. The purpose of this study was to certify that these pillars do not deteriorate the resolution and detection
efficiency while adding safety in the detector fabrication. It was motivated by the fact that in large-size Micromegas boards produced in industry missing or weakly attached pillars have been observed. In
order to overcome this issue pillars with a larger surface and, therefore, better adhesion were proposed. We built a detector with two different pillar shapes. The pillars extend in the direction orthogonal to
the readout strips. One region features pillars of 2 mm × 0.2 mm with 4.8 mm pitch while in the other region the pillars extend over the full width of the detector (100 mm). The detector has been
characterized with a 55Fe source and a high energy muon beam at CERN. Results on the detector performance for the two regions and in comparison with standard round pillars are presented.

Detector description

Pillar structure on resistive Micromegas detectors
Pillars:

Large detectors (>1x1m2 ):

Solution for large area applications:

 DuPontTM Pyralux® PC1025 coverlay

 Production in industry → Technology transfer for mass production

 New elongated pillar shape with a larger surface and, therefore,

 Pattern creation using photo lithography
 Resistivity: 3.4x1016 Ohm cm

better adhesion

F. Kuger and P. Iengo MPGD2015

 Missing or weakly attached pillars → inhomogeneity of

Pillar influence on position reconstruction:

amplification region

 They produce a small dead area and a perturbation of the
electric field in the region that can affect the track

Pillars

Copper readout strips

reconstruction

Resistive strips

4.5 mm
128 μm

 256 strips: 400μm pitch and 250μm width

®

Kapton foil: 50μm

 amplification gap: 128μm

Akaflex® glue: 25μm

 drift gap: 5mm
FR4 glass fiber epoxy: 500μm
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Readout PCB (not to scale)

To reduce as much as possible the electric field perturbation owing to the larger
surface the pillars run perpendicular to the readout and resistive strips.

ATLAS NSW Micromegas readout board

P. Bhattacharya et al., Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A793, 41-48 (2015)

●

In this configuration the spatial resolution of the detector is least affected.

Detector Characterization with a 55 Fe source @ CERN RD51 GDD laboratory
Experimental set-up
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Photon energy spectrum of the 55 Fe source
 Ar:CO2 93:7 vol.%
 trigger from signal on micro-mesh
 mesh grounded through amperometer

ID= Current from drift cathode
IM = Current from the mesh
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 scaler to measure the trigger rate
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 event rate ~50-70 kHz/cm2
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 Multi Channel Analyzer for pulse height spectrum

 Eampl = 40.6 kHz/cm, Edrift = 0.2 to 0.6 kHz/cm



I = mess current



f = gamma conversion rate from scaler



ne = average number of ionization electrons per

around the mesh that permits an easier passage of ions
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 lower field ratio leads to a configuration of the electric field
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 with the standard operating parameters the IBF is of the order

e- loss on mesh

of 2%, negligible in our application.

Detector response as a function of the drift field at Eampl=40.6kV/cm

Detector Performance with muon beam @ GIF++
T type resistive bulk Micromegas with elongated pillars

Installation at GIF++
 MM1, MM2 and MM3: Bulk resistive
10x10 cm2 with two readout layers each
(X and Y) were used to reconstruct
muon tracks.
strip pitch = 250 μm
strip width = 150 μm in X and 50 μm in Y
Experimental set-up at GIF++
not to scale

 150 GeV/c μ/π+ beam.

The APV-25 Front End ASICs [1] were used to record charge and time information. These chips were connected to the FrontEnd Card (FEC) of the RD51 Scalable Readout System [2]. The Gigabit Ethernet output of the FEC was connected to a dataacquisition computer (DAQ-PC) running a dedicated DAQ software.
[1] M. Raymond, et al., Nuclear Science Symposium Conference Record 2 (2000) 9
[2] Martoiu, H. Muller, A. Tarazona, J. Toledo, Journal of Instrumentation 8 (2013) C03015

Most probable values of the cluster charge distributions (pulse heights) as a function of the drift field (left) and as a function of
the amplification field (right) without photon background. The insert in the left panel shows a typical pulse height distribution.

T type resistive bulk
Micromegas with round pillars
●

strip pitch = 400 μm

●

strip width = 300 μm

●

pillar diameter = 500μm

●

pillar pitch = 5mm

●

pillar height = 128 μm

●

drift gap = 5mm
Spatial resolution as a function of the drift field (left) and the amplification field (right) without photon background.
The insert in the left panel shows an example of the residual distribution between MM1 and TLP.

Residual distributions from the hit position difference between two T type MM chambers
(T2,T4) , divided by √2. For this measurement the chambers were kept perpendicular to

Conclusions

the beam and the hit reconstruction was done using the centroid method selecting single

 The measured detection efficiency and the resolution are comparable to those for standard Micromegas with

cluster events in both chambers. The measurements were performed with T type MM bulk
resistive chambers operated with an amplification voltage HVamp = 550 V. The data were
acquired during SPS/H4 testbeam with a 150 GeV/c μ/π+ beam.

round pillars. No difference between the two pillar regions was observed
 The elongated pillar shapes do not seem to limit the tracking performance and, therefore, they can be used in
industrial production of Micromegas detectors for large area applications
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